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Abstract: This article is a proposal for an empirical study planned to study the impact of social media in
learning and teaching processes during COVID-19 and its expected impact on post COVID-19. This study
will be exclusively focus on teaching applied chemistry in Polytechnic system using the help of Technology
blended learning at secondary level.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Classroom learning involves face to face interaction among students and it provides a refreshing and educative
atmospher. Students in classroon1 learning, actively participate in asking questions and getting their queries resolved. It
provides the dynamic learning experience in teaching chemistry. Dialogues with individuals lead to flow of
conversations and provide opportunity to share their experiences.
II. MODES OF TEACHING
2.1 Traditional Methodology
In polytechnic system classroom teachers has lots of methodology to teach them concepts differently like role-play,
debate, projects, model making as group and so on. Teachers come with their own teaching style and content, to be
delivered. Content and consistency can be a concern for the classroon1 learning. Classroom learning plays in1portant
role in teaching applied chemistry for polytechnic students, they have to understand the mechanisn1s, naming and
drawing the structure of compounds and the teacher ensure that everyone is 'getting it', which generally means (within
reason) going at a pace that ensures those who are slower in picking things up don't get left behind. Generally,
classroon1 learning will therefore be done in work hours, and depending on the pressure of the job, it might be difficult
to find the time to get away. Teacher and the students in the classroon1 often really help to bring the subject 'alive', and
having a teacher in the class room can help the students to relate the subject to their own experiences but classroom
learning can be fun by arranging group activities, assignn1ents where students work together. Such exercises, provide a
chance to actively engage in the process of learning. Also, being in the classroom means that a teacher can give on-thespot help, over and above the standard course curriculum and certain drawbacks in classroom teaching is some concept
in applied chemistry couldn't visualize (ore refining, preparation of some compounds, recrystallization and its
application) by the students.
2.2 Social Media Model/Virtual Mode /Blended Approach
No one could have in1agined that the academic year would have ended this way. Due to the pandemic, education
begins at home! Virtual mode of teaching changes the way of study in the current generation. The definition of social
media is "the relationships that connect between networks of people". The use of social media has also demonstrated
increased teacher-student and student-student interaction because they have a direct pipeline to the teacher via e-mail,
they can solve their doubts and get answered directly. Many students aren't con1fortable asking questions in class for
fear of feeling stupid. Teaching chemistry in virtual mode has an advantage of students to virtualize the aton1s and how
the atoms are forming compounds by sharing / transferring of electrons provoke the students to virtualize and think
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beyond chemistry. Rather than trying to ren1ember to ask it or forgetting it, but now it's easy for the student can send an
e-mail to the teacher. Student's opportunity to learn is enhanced but at the san1e tin1e for slow bloon1ers in the classes
are finding difficulty to follow the online classes. The synchronous online session replaces the actual class time for
engaging activities and instructor-guided problen1-solving exercises in the flipped classroon1 n1ode. We are using used
social n1edia platforms such as Google Meet, Telegram, Zoom, and En1ail for teaching
2.3 Necessity is the Mother of Invention
Online classes are challenging platform to the teachers and it's time to think OUT OF THE BOX to make the best of a
bad situation. The strategies teachers need to navigate them with confidence to n1aintain the classroom alive and keep
things personable in a digital environn1ent. During this pandemic, as hard as online teaching might be for us, it's likely
even harder for the students. Now they've gone from classrooms they have only limited source of learning certain
concept like videos, presentations and flipped classroon1s. For teachers it's no longer chalk and talk method, it's a time
consuming process to create n1aterials, recording the instruction and posting it online (as with a flipped classroom) is
one way of avoiding the hassle, although be aware that the technical din1ensions of this take tin1e as well. The
drawback of social n1edia in education is students may exchange ideas among then1selves and thus n1ake the learning
process n1ore interesting, which is not possible in e-learning n1ediun1. Especially for the chen1istry subject though the
availability of virtual lab stimulations they can't have a hands-on experience on practical. Due to the abrupt transition
from F2F to onhne teaching, there was insufficient tin1e to forn1ally obtain students' feedback on the strategies that
were employed to achieve engagement during online teaching.
2.4 Challenge the Challenges
Here, another factor that affect the online classes. If a teacher and student perspective based on assess of internet
whether the students have reliable access to technology. There will be a load of disturbance during online classes that
most of the teachers would've familiar with this - 'ma'am, your voice is not audible' 'Network error' 'Data over' 'No
charge, etc.' Not every home will always have a reliable internet connection or readily available device for students to
use. When it can1e to exams, the instructions were made very sin1ple for all to understand. The assessments took place
in the form of 'take-home exams'. During exams, teacher has a task. make the students to complete the exam and the
answer scripts to be uploaded on tin1e. Then it comes to tackling unfamiliar software (i.e. converting in1age to PDF) or
using it in a responsible manner. The main challenge for the students was maintaining the same levels of discipline and
writing the exam honestly being at home. It's no surprise that more than a few will be tempted to opt out. It is fairly
easy to get distracted being stuck at home with the entire family.
It is observed that the characteristics and behavioral outlook in the classroon1 studies were not attained even after
finding all other alternatives for carrying out effective knowledge construction during the panden1ic. This proves that
school based (face-to-face) education is still better than learning procedures in a con1pletely new environment.
2.5 Parents Expectations
Now, let's think about the parent’s view, due to this panden1ic they are financially and n1entally low. They are paying
huge fees amount to the school and doesn't have any idea about how teachers are teaching in the school and what the
trend they are following. This online classis gave a clear idea about the potential and efforts of teachers and feeling
satisfied that their children in a good platforn1. Tough it's an online classes, they are spending lots of money to buy a
new gadgets like extra mobile, internet charges, web camera, earphones, anti-screen specs etc., it cost n1ore than the
fees an1ount. They really want the schools to re-open soon.
III. CONCLUSION
Naturally, new experiences come with their own challenges and adjustn1ents. The influence of social media on teaching
and learning environn1ent is growing every year and we observed the in1plication of social media to the education
process and found out about the nun1erous ways, benefits and Joss. Every challenge has helped us to spot where to
in1prove and think about how to make in good platform. This pandemic situation was something unpredicted; however,
if better steps are taken, then educational losses will be curbed and the construction of knowledge can become more
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appreciable and efficient. Well, it is in1portant for the institutions to adopt the blended learning approach where they
can include the traditional learning along with the online mode of teaching.
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